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Abstract

A program for two dimensional analysis of 7 — 7 coincidence matrices has been
written. The program is tailored to the VT340 colour graphic terminal and
written in VAX-FORTRAN. The program provides viewing of the matrix as
well as projections in both energy coordinates, full two dimensional Gauss fit
of maximum five peaks in one arbitrarily shaped area of the matrix, etc. A
method of determining the colour scale needed has been developed.

LUIP 9001



This paper is a documentation of a program which requires a high resolution
colour graphir screen. In my second year as a PhD student I applied to the
Kungliga Fysiografiska Sällskapet i Lund for a monochrome graphic terminal to
be able to analyse 7—7 correlation data. During the time the application was
under consideration, the prices of the colour graphic terminals dropped to the
amount of my application ard I was able to require one. Two years later, I had
the opportunity to be invited to the Gordon Conference on Nuclear Chemistry
in New Hampshire USA by professor Khoo and to McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada by professor Waddington, to present and install the
program. Again Kungliga Fysiografiska Sällskapet i Lund helped me, this time
with a ticket across the Atlantic ocean (and back).

I would like to thank the Kungliga Fysiografiska Sällskapet i Lund for their
generous help without which the program 42 never would have been born.

The pro ram 42, parts of it, the methods used in it and the ReGIS graphics
library use» by the program 42, may be used and copied without limitations in
noncommf,: al applications only, as long as the author is given acknowledge-
ment

The aui'or will have no liability or responsibility to any user with respect
to loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the program 42, parts of it,
the methods used in it, data extracted with it, the ReGIS graphics library or
this documentation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

During the past years 7 — -»-coincidence experiments have been performed and
the data of such experiment have been compressed in two-dimensional spectra
(matrices). The analysis of these matrices has been performed by reducing the
matrix to ordinary one-dimensional spectra by "cutting slices" in the matrix
and analysing the resulting spectra. In many ways the full advantages of the
matrix as such is not used in this kind of analysis. The program 42 is a full two-
dimensional analysis program and provides the user with many of the advantages
of two-dimensional analysis.

42 has been used in the analysis of an ESSA 30 [1] experiment (partly under
the development of the program). The matrix analysed was background sub-
tracted by the methods described by Palmeta and Waddington in [2] and all
but very few transitions in the final level scheme were found immediately. The
program proved to be a very effective tool to find, verify or reject suggested
coincidences and to give the confidence level of weak transitions. The gaussian
fit option was used to resolve three peaks separated by one channel (0.5 keV)
and a relative intensity of =s40 to 1.

2 Programming details

2.1 The Program 42
The program 42 is written in VAX-FORTRAN V-4.2 foi the VAX VT340 VI.1
colour graphic terminal and is running under VAX/VMS V5.1-1.

The program uses the VAX Command Language Interpretor for interpre-
tating the commands and dispatching control to different routines. To each
command there is a corresponding subroutine (the commands and the corre-
sponding subroutines are connected in the file "42.COMMANDS.CLD") and
new commands may easily be added without any change in any part of the
existing program.

The opening of and reading of the data from a matrix file is located to two
routines (GET-MATRIX and GET.ROW) and may easily be changed to any
other formats of matrix files.

For the graphics needed a graphics library was written and all the graphical
I/O is "filtered" through this. This library permits the use of all relevant built-in
ReGIS graphic commands of the VT340 terminal except for the built in cursor
commands. The cursors needed for and used in 42 are handled by software in
this library.

The VT340 is a colour graphic terminal allowing 16 colours simultaneously
on the screen from a palette of 163 (4096). The resolution is 800 x 480 pixels on
two graphical pages, each of which may be displayed on the screen and changed
for the other without any delay.
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The on-line help facility enables help using the DCL help. This is done by
spawning a process and the process running 42 needs to be able to spawn one
process.

3 Starting up the program

3.1 Startup syntax
The command syntax to start up the program is:

$42[/IMIT=init_file][/LIST=list_file] [matrix.file]

in i t _file is the name of a file of commands to be executed at startup, if not
given the file indicated by the logical "428INIT" is executed.

l i s t - f i l e is the name of the output list file. If not given, the file name
indicated by the logical "42$LIST" is used.

matrix.!ile is the name of the matrix to be opened at startup. If not given,
the matrix file indicated by the logical a42$MATRIX" is used.

42 i n i t i a l i z a t i o n command f i l e

Define/job 42$DIRECT0RY DUAO:[PROG.42]
Define/job 42$IMAGE 42$DIRECT0RY:42.EXE
Define/job 42IHELP
Define/job 42$MATRIX
Define/job 42$LIST
Define/job 42$INIT

42$DIRECT0RY:42.HLB
DUA3: [MATRIX. 171W]Wi.MAT
42.LIS
42$DIRECT0RY:42.INI

set terninal/nowrap

set command 42*D[RECTORY:42

InitialiMtion file for 42.

Figure 1: 42.INIT.COM

To run the program the logical "42SIMAGE" haa to be defined to point
at the executable image of the file (42.EXE). It ia also recommended that the
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logicals «42$HELP", "42SMATRIX", "42$LIST" and "42SINIT" are defined to
point at the help library (HELP.HLB), a default matrix to be opened at start
up and at a preferred name of the list file and a name of an default initialization
file. Further, the Command Language Definition file 42.CLD defines the verb 42
to invoke the program and it must be defined by "SET COMMAND 42" before use
of the program. It is suggested that for the initialization of the program and the
definition of the logicals, the command file 42-INIT.COM (fig. 1) is changed
in an appropriate way and executed when needed. For the graphics to work
properly the terminal must be in NOWRAP-mode (SET TERMIHAL/NOWRAP).

When starting up the program the graphics page (page 1) is set to the
default organization, the default shade (colour) scale is set, the program tries
to open a matrix file, the colour window is set to the default organization, the
alphanumeric page is shown and the input mode is set to command line mode
if not the init file says otherwise.

3.2 The init file

The init file is an optional file containing commands to be executed at start up
and may be used to set personal preferred settings. Most line commands are
accepted in the init file and the ones not acceptable are those entering single
stroke command mode. If an invalid command would appear in the init file, it
is simply ignored.

The exclamation point (!) is used for comments. Everything after and
including an exclamation point is ignored. A command in the init file is not
preceeded by a dollar sign as for the command files in DCL. There may be
empty lines.

4 Screen organization
42 uses both of the pages on the VT340 terminal. Page 0 (zero) is (mainly)
used for alphanumerical communication with the user. Page 1 is used for the
graphics. The latter is divided into a number of windows holding different kind
of information. The size of these windows may be changed (see p. 12). The
default organization of page 1 (figure 2) is : an "I/O" window at the bottom
line , the "MATRIX" window lower left, "HORIZONTAL" projection window
above the matrix window, "VERTICAL"* projection window to the right of the
matrix window, a "COLOR" window for setting the colour scale in the upper
right corner and an alphanumeric "PC" window above the matrix window (this
is not shown in figure 2). There are three more windows (see figure 4), these
are located at the top of the alphanumeric page (page 0). They are used when
performing a peak fit.
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Figure 2: Default organization of graphics page (page 1).

4.1 The I/O Window
This window is used for communication between the user and the program. It
occupies one line of text of 80 characters. The location and size of this window
may be changed but this is not advisable. Whenever the program is in line
command mode and graphics mode the user is prompted and line commands
are entered via this window (which may be regarded as a one row relict of the
alphanumeric page).

4.2 The Matrix Window
This window is used to display a part of the matrix. The upper left corner of the
window corresponds to the lowest energy (channel number) on both axes and
the lower right to the highest. All 16 colours (or shades) are used to code the
number of counts in each element of the matrix. The number of pixels that one
element of the matrix displayed will occupy in the window (expansion factor)
may be changed. Also the number of channels in the matrix bunched together
in one element (bunching factor) may be changed. The dispersion of the matrix
is given by the ratio between the expansion and bunching factors. A bunching
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factor of b and expansion factor of e means that b2 elements in the matrix will
correspond to one virtual element with a number of counts equal to the mean
value of the ba channels in the matrix. This virtual matrix element will then
correspond to a square of e2 pixels on the screen (see figure 3). The size of the
matrix window is 600 x 260 pixels.

4.3 The Horizontal/Vertical Projection Window
In this window it is possible to display a horizontal/vertical projection of any
number of channels in the displayed matrix area. The size and location of these
windows may be changed at any time. The sizes of the horizontal and vertical
windows are 400 x 200 and 200 x 260 pixels, respectively.

4.4 The Colour Scale Window
This window is used for setting the colour scale used in the matrix window. It
is located in the upper right corner of the screen at page 1 and overlaps the
Horizontal Projection window partly (the overlap is not shown in fig. 2). The
size and location of this window may be changed at any time. The colour scale
window has a size of 400 x 200 pixels.

4.5 The PC Window
Since the VT340 terminal has two independent graphics pages, the program 42
uses both of them and most terminal emulators do support this facility (not
even DIGITAL'S emulators running on WORKSTATION!), the output when
performing center of mass calculations etc in the matrix window will corrupt
the screen. This is quite frustrating especially as the time to draw a matrix may
be several minutes. The problem has been solved by introducing an 80 columns
wide alphanumeric " PC-window", located above the matrix window (on top of
the "HORIZONTAL" and "COLOR" windows in the default organization of
the screen, fig. 2), to which output it send if the terminal type is set to PC or
WS (see sect 6.1.1 on p.13). The size of the PC window is 800 x 200 pixels.

5 Running

5.1 Displaying the Matrix
The part of the matrix to be shown in the matrix window may be defined by
the command (see page 14):

42> CHAHHEL/MATRIX[/CEITER] [/EIERGY] x,y

this will net the coordinate of the upper left corner of the matrix window unless
/CEHTER is specified which will set the coordinate of the center of the matrix
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window. If /EIERGY is specified the coordinate is specified in calibrated units
and transformed to channels before any action is taken. The matrix window has
to be redrawn to correspond to the new area. This is NOT done automatically.

To display/draw the matrix the command is

42> MATRIX/DRAW

this command will set the matrix window as default window, change to the
graphic page (page 1) and start to draw the matrix. The drawing may take
several minutes (depending on the expansion factor and the complexity of the
matrix) and it is possible io interrupt this operation by pressing the "DO" key
(F16).

Matrix virtual
• — - -

- — — Screen

Bunching
Factor 4

-.

\

Expansion
Factor 3

The channel» in the matrix are bunched from a square with the tide of
"bch" channel! in to a virtual matrix channel containing the mean number
of counts of the original "(6efc)*" channels. On the screen thi» T:itual
matrix channel if represented by a square with the fide of "exp" pixel*.
The colour of this square corresponds to the number of counts in the
virtual matrix channel.

Figure 3: Relation between channels in the matrix and the screen.

To change the expansion and bunching factors of the matrix window the
appropriate commands are

42> SET EXPAISIOI=exp

42> SET BUHCH=bch
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where bch is the length in channels of the side of a square to be bunched together
and exp is the length in pixels on the screen of the side of a square such a bunch
will occupy in the matrix window (see Fig 3). That is (bch)J channels (elements)
in the matrix will occupy exp3 pixels on the screen.

5.2 Operations in the Matrix Window
To operate in the matrix window the command is

42> CURSOR/MATRIX

This command sets the default window to the matrix window, displays the
graph'.c page (page 1), displays a cross cursor in the matrix window and sets
the mode to single stroke mode. To exit to command mode press the "DO" key
(F16). The available commands (valid keys) in this mode are listed in table 1
(common cursor commands) and in table 2 (matrix window commands).

When displaying the cursor position the alphanumeric page is displayed and
the data is written in this. The program returns to the graphic page at the next
keystroke. If the key hit was the "DO" key, the program exits from the single
stroke mode and enters command mode without returning to the graphic page.
This is also true when the results of background and center of mass calculations
are displayed. The data displayed may be saved in the list file by pressing
"S" to return to the graphic page. To use the background and center of mass
commands ("B" & "C") an area in the displayed matrix must be defined. This
is done with the circle ("3") or box ("4") cursors. The sizes of these cursors
may easily be changed (see sect 6.2.1 on page 17). The position of the circle and
box cursor is determined by the center of these. To perform a center of mass
calculation or a Gaussian fit it is recommended that a background is defined.

5.3 Peak fitting

To fit peaks in an area of the matrix the program must be in single stoke
mode in the matrix window (CURSOR/MATRIX), a background has to be defined
("B") and the area in which the fit is to be done has to be defined. The latter is
done by selecting the circular ("3") or box ("4") cursor and changing the size of
these accordingly and pressing "F" (maximum 63 x 63 channels). The program
then changes from the graphic display page (page 1) to the alphanumeric page
(page 0), clears the screen and displays three new windows, two graphical and
one alphanumeric parameter window (Fig. 4), and an area for displaying the
results. The bunching and expansion factors of the two graphic windows are
fixed to 1 and 4 respectively. The valid commands in the "FIT" window (left
graphics window) are listed in table 3.

Up to 5 peaks, having the same horizontal and vertical width, may be fitted
simultaneously. Including the background, this yields 18 parameters (see sect.
7.3 on page 26), to vary which may take several CPU minutes to do. It is possible
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Parameter
window

Area used for results

The chosen area (fit area) it displayed in the left graphic window, the
right window it the parameter window, uted for ditplaying and changing
the parametert during a fit. The graphic window in the middle it uteU
to display the chosen area with the fitted peaks subtracted after a fit is
finished.

Figure 4: Screen layout in fit mode.

to interrupt the fit at any time by pressing the "DO" key. The approximate
positions of the peaks to be fitted are defined by pressing "P" and a starting
volume is calculated using the number of counts in the specified channel, these
values are displayed in the parameter window.

It is possible to delete a part of the fit area when using the circle and box
cursor by pressing "D". It is also possible to change any of the parameters
or to set a parameter as fixed or variable by pressing "C". The cursor then
disappears from the graphic window 1 and one of the values in the parameter
window (Fig. 5) is highlighted.

It is possible to set any of the dir ayed parameters in the window to be
fixed (by pressing "F") or varied (!., , ;ssing "V") when doing the fit. The
fixed parameters are shown in reverse video. The selected parameter is displayed
highlighted and to select the other parameters the cursor keys rru.y be used, it is
also possible to change the starting values of the parameters by pressing Return
and then entering the new value followed by a Return. All the parameters in the
window are shown in calibrated units. To return from the parameter window,
press the "DO" key. The valid commands in the parameter window are listed
in table 4.

During the time of a fit the values of the parameters are displayed after each
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The parameter window if used to display the parameter values after each
iteration, to tet the parameter values and to define the parameters as fixed
or variable during a fit. Up to five peaks may be fitted simultaneously, all
having the seme widths. Also the number of channels used in the fit, »he
number of iterations, the x *n<J Q are shown.

Figure 5: Parameter window.

iteration in the parameter window. This allows the user to check if the fit will
diverge and the user may interrupt the fit at any time by pressing the "DO"
key.

When a fit is done it is not alwayc possible to judge the quality of the fit by
looking at the x 3 value. It is therefore possible to subtract the fitted peaks from
the fit area and display the result in the second graphic window (by pressing
"G"). It is also possible to transfer the data in the latter window to the first
graphic window (by pressing "T") and perform fits on that data.

Experience shows that the fit converges faster when the widths of the peak(s)
»re smaller than the true value. If a fit is discovered to be "tricky" (it does not
converge) it may be wise to find a good value for the background and use it
as a fixed parameter and (or) find a good value of the width of the peak (for
instance by first make a fit of a near-by "nice"/"not tricky" peak) and set the
width fixed, find the values for the rest of the parameters and then perform a
fit with all the parameters varied.

The maximum numbers of iterations performed may be set by the command

42> SET ITERATIOIS=uaxIterations
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6 Commands

The program 42 may be in two types of command modes: line command mode
in which the commands are a line terminated with a return, and single stroke
(cursor) mode in which the command is a single key-stoke.

6.1 Line Commands
Line commands may be entered when 42 is in line command mode. The in-
put will be echoed to the alpha numerical page (page 0), if the program is in
alphanumerical mode, or to the "I/O" window if the program is in graphics
mode. If the command line given will result in any type of output, the pro-
gram will switch to alphanumeric mode and the output will be written to the
alphanumeric page (page 0).

The VAX Command Language Interpretor is used by 42 to interpret the com-
mand lines given by the user in line command mode. The commands, keywords
and qualifiers may be abbreviated to the smallest significant string of characters
(i.e. SET CALIBRATICV-,'1.2,0.53) may be abbreviated to SE C=(1.2,0.53)), if
only one parameter is given when a list of parameters may be given, the paren-
thesis may be omitted cic.

6.1.1 Set /Show

The commands set and show allows the user to set and show various parameters,
constants and flags used by 42 during run-time. Both of these commands will
force the program into alphanumeric mode.

In the following list of valid objects for the verbs set and show, the syntax
of the set command is described. Some of the objects are not changeable (an
attempt to use the verb set on any of these objects will be ignored).

CALIBRATION Sets the energy calibration. One or two floating point arguments
may be given, separated by a comma"," or colon ":" inside a parentheses.
If only one argument is given, the parentheses may be excluded. Syntax:

SET CALIBRATI0I=(/i,/2)

The calibrated energy is calculated as £ = / i + / j x Channel-number.

BUHCH.FACT0R Sets the bunching factor for displaying. One integer argument
may be given. Syntax:

SET BUICHIIG_FACTOR=n

For a description of the bunching factor see sect. 5.1 on page 6
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EXPANSIOI Sets the expansion factor for displaying. One integer argument may
be given. Syntax:

SET EXPAHSIOH=n

For a description of the expansion factor see sect 5.1 on page 6

MAXIMUM Displays the maximum number counts in the area covered by the
matrix window. N O T CHANGEABLE BY SET.

SHOW MAXIMUM

MINIMUM Displays the minimum number counts in the area covered by the
matrix window. N O T CHANGEABLE BY SET.

SHOW MINIMUM

MEDIAH Displays the most common number counts in the area covered by the
matrix window. N O T CHANGEABLE BY SET.

SHOW MEDIAH

MATRIX JAME Shows the name of the matrix file. Syntax:

SHOW MATRIXJTAME

LIST JAME Show the name of the list file. Syntax:

SHOW LISTJAME

BACKGROUND Sets the background. One floating point argument may be given.
Syntax:

SET BACKGROUNDS

NOTE! It is not advisable to set be background explicitly by this com-
mand, although it is convenient to do so in some rare cases.
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WINDOW Sets the position and size of a window. The window specified may be
MATRIX, HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL, COLOR, 10 or PC. Syntax:

SET VlVDQV=windov(xpB,,yPo.,xunsth,yungth)

or
SET VIVD0V=window/CURSOR

In the first case, up to four integer arguments may be given. In the second
case the qualifier /CURSOR causes the terminal to change to the graphic
page (page 1), the frame of the given window will appear hatched and the
size and position of the window will be changed by using the cursor keys
(see section 6.2.7 on page 21 for further description). The window will
be set at the size and position as shown on the screen when the DO key
is pressed. The /CURSOR qualifier overrides any numbers given (as in the
first case).

DEFAULT-WINDOW Shows the default window. NOT CHANGEABLE BY SET.
Syntax:

SHOW DEFAULT.WIHDOW

COLOR Sets the color scale explicitly. Up to 15 integer arguments may be given.
Syntax:

SET C0L0R=(ni , . . . ,n 1 5)

When drawing the matrix, the color (or shade) 0 will be assigned to matrix
elements having counts up to n j , color 1 to elements with counts from and
including rii to n 2 l etc, and color 15 will be assigned to matrix elements
having more than T»I5 counts. A more convenient way of changing the
color scale is by using the verb COLOR.

FIXED Sets/resets flags of which parameters to vary/hold fixed in a fit. The
parameters given may be a list of: BACKGROUND, VOLUME, XSIGMA:n,
YSIGMA:*, XPOSITIOI: n , YP0SITI0I:n, ALL, where n = 1 5 indi-
cating which parameter flag to change. Syntax for setting flags:

SET FIXED=(j>arj, part,...)
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Syntax for resetting flags:

SET IOFIXED=(par,, part,...)

The parameter ALL will cause all parameters to be set/reset. It is also
possible to set which parameters to vary within the parameter window in
fit mode.

SHADE Sets the displayed shades. The argument is one of RAINBOW, RED,
BLUE, GREEH or GRAY. Syntax:

SET SEADE= shade

The argument RAINBOW will cause color 0 to correspond to black, and the
colors 1 through 15 ',o to correspond to blue through red at maximum
lightness. The argument RED will give the colors 0 through 15 red shades
with increasing lightness, and corresponding for the arguments BLUE and
GRAY.

ITERATIONS Sets the maximum numbers of iterations in a fit. The argument
is an integer. Syntax:

SET ITERATIOMS=n

TERMINAL Sets the terminal type. The argument may be one of: VT340, PC
or WS (see page 5). Syntax:

SET TERMIIAL= terminal

6.1.2 Help

It is possible to get on line help of the program by typing

HELP subject

This command invokes the DCL-HELP facility and functions as the help com-
mand in DCL.

6.1.3 Exit

The verb EXIT cases the program to exit in a controlled way.
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6.1.4 Get

To open a matrix file type:

6.1.5 Channel

GET filename

The verb CHANNEL is used to select which channels to display in the matrix
window or color window. The verb takes two integer arguments (each of which
must be in an appropriate range), separated either by a comma "," or a space
" ". Syntax:

CHANHEL/COLOR clow, chigh

when defining the range to display in the color window, or

CHANNEL/MATRIX/CENTER/ENERGY cx, cy

when selecting the position in the matrix for the matrix window. In the lat-
ter case the qualifier /CENTER will cause the center of the matrix window to
have position {cx,cv) and /ENERGY indicates that the arguments are given in
calibrated units (keV). When specifying a range in the matrix the dispersion is
given by the bunching and expansion factor, the arguments given by CHANNEL
specifies the channel number of th<! lowest channel in x and y to be displayed.
The qualifiers /CHANNEL or /MATRIX are however optional, if none of them is
given, the default window is used. If either is, the default window is set to be
according to the qualifier.

6.1.6 Graphics

The GRAPHICS command is similar to the CHANNEL command, but here the
channel range is given by using the cursors (this implies that it is only possible
to zoom up a spectrum) and it is only applicable to the color window. Syntax:

GRAPHICS/COLOR

6.1.7 Cursor

This verb may have one of the qualifiers MATRIX, COLOR, VERTICAL or HORI
ZONTAL:

CURSOR/qualiiier

and will cause the program into single stroke mode in the corresponding window.
If no qualifier is given the default window is used, and if a qualifier is used the
default window is set to be according to the qualifier used.
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6.1.8 Display

This command has no arguments and forces the program in graphics mode i.e.
the graphics page (page 1) is displayed and the user is prompted via the IO
window located at the bottom of the page. Syntax:

DISPLAY

6.1.9 Alpha

This is the opposite command of DISPLAY and forces the program in to alphanu-
meric mode and shows the alphanumeric page (page 0). Syntax:

ALPHA

6.1.10 Color

The command COLOR sets the color window as default window and enters single
stroke mode in the color window. If the qualifier /HEW is present a new count (D)
distribution will be calculated from the channel range in the matrix covered by
the matrix window. AHd /DRAW if the color window needs to be redrawn (/HEU
implies /DRAW). The SCALE qualifier changes the color scale using the method
described in section 8. Syntax:

COLOR/IEW/DRAW/SCALE

All the qualifiers are optional. This command set the default window to be the
"COLOR" window.

6.1.11 Matrix

The command MATRIX sets the matrix window as default window but does not
enter single stroke mode in this window. Syntax:

MATRIX/DRAW

The qualifier /DRAW is optional and will cause the matrix window to be drawn.
This command set the default window to be the "MATRIX" window.

e.1.12 Horizontal/Vertical

The commands HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL sets the horizontal/vertical win-
dow as default. The qualifier IEW will create and draw a horizontal (vertical)
projection of the matrix area covered by the matrix window, while DRAW will
redraw a previously created projection. Syntax:

HORIZOHTAL/HEW/DRAW
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or
VERTICAL/BEW/DRAW

both qualifiers are optional. These commands set the default window to be the
"VERTICAL" or "HORIZONTAL" window.

6.1.13 List

With the command LIST it is possible to open a new list file, type the list file
or write some text to it. Syntax:

LIST/OPEI file

where file is the name of a new list file to open, or

LIST/TYPE

will type the contents of the current list file to the screen, or

LIST/WRITE text

which will add text to the list file (preceeded by an exclamation mark). The
latter is very useful for marking in the list file.

6.2 Single stroke commands
The single stroke commands consist of one single keystroke and may be given
when the program is in single stroke (cursor) mode. Generally, when 42 is in
single stroke mode a cursor is visible on the screen in a specific window and
the commands available are determined by this window and they are described
below.

6.2.1 Common cursor commands

These commands are common to all the windows but the "PARAMETER"
window which is reached through the "FIT" window. They are used to move
the cursor within the window, set the speed of the movement, the type and
size of the cursor. The common cursor commands are listed in table 1 in the
appendix. There are five types of cursors available:

• HAIRCROSS-cursor.
This consists of a horizontal and vertical line each of a length correspond-
ing to the size of the window. The position of this is the intersection of
the two lines.

• CROSS-cursor.
This is a "+"-shaped cursor. The position of this cursor is the intersection
of the lines. The size of this may be changed.
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• X-cursor.
Is an "X"-shaped cursor. The position of this cursor is the intersection of
the lines. The size of this may be changed.

• SQUARE-cursor.
Is a rectangular cursor and the position of this is the center of the square.
It is possible to change the width and length of this square individually.

• CIRCLE-cursor.
Is a circular cursor and the position is the center of the circle. The radius
is changeable.

The square and the circular cursors are used to select an area in the "MATRIX"
window for background, center-of-mass calculations and fitting, and for deleting
area in the "FIT" window. It is not possible to move the center of the cursor
outside the window.

To move the cursor around, the arrow-keys are used according to direction
and the speed to move the cursor is changed by pressing one of

• NEXT SCREEN to move 1 pixel per key stroke,

• PREV SCREEN to move 8 pixels per key stroke,

• SELECT to move 64 pixels per key stroke.

It is also possible to move the cursor to one of nine predetermined positions
in the window by using the numeric keypad keys:

• KP-1 To move to the lower left corner of the window.

• KP-2 To move to the lower center side of the window.

• KP-3 To move to the lower right corner of the window.

• KP-4 To move to the left center side of the window.

• KP-5 To move to the center of the window.

• KP-6 To move to the right center side of the window.

• KP-TYo move to the upper left corner of the window.

• KP-6 To move to the upper center side of the window.

• KP-9 To move to the upper right cornel of the window.

To change the size of the cursor (not applicable to the "HAIRCROSS"-
cursor) the "INSERT HERE"-key is used, and to move the cursor again the
"REMOVE"-key is used. When changing the cursor size, the RIGHT and
DOWN arrows are used to enlarge and the UP and LEFT arrows are used
to decrease the size.
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NOTE! If a key is held down a long time, this will send
a large number of the corresponding code to the program,
and since the cursors used are generated by software this
may CAUSE THE PROGRAM TO CRASH!
IT IS NOT ADVISABLE TO USE THIS METHOD TO
MOVE THE CURSOR A LONG DISTANCE
- INSTEAD, CHANGE THE CURSOR SPEED AS DE-
SCRIBED ABOVE!

6.2.2 Matrix window

The commands available in the matrix window are used to determine positions
in the matrix, local background level, centcr-of-mass of an area, to select an area
to perform a fit in and to do horizontal and vertical projections. The command
are:

• Do Exit single stroke mode and return to line command mode.

• SPACE, RETURN, ENTER
To determine the position of the cursor and the number of counts in the
corresponding matrix element. Also the size of the cursor is given if the
cursor is not the "HAIRCROSS"-cursor.

• B To calculate the local Background and the variance in the background
within the selected area of the cursor. To do this the "SQUARE" or
"CIRCULAR" cursors must be used.

• C To calculate the Center-of-Mass of the selected area. To do this the
"SQUARE" or "CIRCULAR" cursors must be used.

• L To select an area for the Least squares fit

• M To Mark/unMark a position.

• H To perform a Horizontal projection of the horizontal area between the
marked cursor position and the current cursor position.

• V As H but vertically.

• X As H but the horizontal projection is "painted" according to the colour
scale.

• Y As X but vertically.

• S Save the output from position determination, background or center-of-
mass calculation to the list file. This command is only valid immediately
after one of the SPACE/RETURN/ENTER, B or C -commands.
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When one of the SPACE/ENTER/RETURN, B or C -commands is given,
the terminal changes to the alphanumerical page (page 0) and data according
the given command is written. The program then waits for a keystroke. If
the key stroke is "Do" the program exits to command mode and stays in the
alphanumeric page. If the key id "S" the most recent output is copied to the list
file for later use and the terminal switches back to the single stroke mode in the
matrix window. If the key is any other than these two, the terminal switches
back to the single stroke mode in the matrix window.

6.2.3 Fit window

When entering the "FIT " mode (after pressing "L" in the matrix window) the
terminal switches to the alphanumerical page, clears this and draws three win-
dow on the screen. The leftmost of these is the "FIT" window, the rightmost is
the "PARAMETER" window and the "RESIDUAL" in the middle. The "FIT"
window contains the area selected from the matrix window and a cursor appears
in it. Apart from the common cursor commands, the available commands in
the fit window are:

• Do Exit single stroke mode and return to line command mode in the
alphanumerical page.

• R Return to the matrix window.

• N New - Reinitialize the fit window, i.e. re-read the selected area from
the matrix: and reset all the peaks.

• D Delete the selected area (within a circular or square cursor) from the
selected area.

• P Peak - Mark the position of a peak to be fitted.

• F Fit the selected peaks.

• C Change to the "PARAMETER" window.

• G To draw the selected area in the "RESIDUAL" window, but the fitted
peaks subtracted from the data.

• S Save the latest fit results to the list file.

The "D" or delete command enables the fit to be performed in an arbitrarily
shaped area. Since the x2 >s & measure of how well the function fitted represents
the data, it is important to be able to choose the area of the fit correctly.
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6.2.4 Parameter window

The available commands when setting the parameters in the parameter window
are:

• Do To return to the "FIT" window.

• F To hold a variable fixed in a fit.

• V To let a variable vary in a fit.

• Return To change the value of a variable (the decimal point must be
present).

• Remove To delete the peak indicated by the cursor.

A fixed parameter is marked by having its valued in the parameter window
displayed in reversed video. When presetting the value of a specific parameter,
use the arrow keys to select the parameter, then press "return", enter the value
in calibrated units with a decimal point and press return. The values in the
parameter window are in calibrated units.

NOTE! Only the arrow keys of the common cursor keys are valid in this
window!
NOTE2! The function of the "Remove" key is different in this window!

6.2.5 Horizontal/Vertical window

Apart from the common cursor keys the available cursor commands in the
"HORIZONTAL", "VERTICAL" and "COLOR" windows are:

• Do To return to line command mode.

• SPACE, RETURN, ENTER
To determine the position of the cursor and the number of counts in the
corresponding matrix channel. Also the size of the cursor is given if the
cursor is not the "HAIRCROSS"-cursor.

It is not possible to save the cursor position in these windows to the list file es in
the matrix window, nor is it possible to change the cursor type in these windows.
The cursor in the "HORIZONTAL" and "VERTICAL" windows is a haircross
cursor extending over both the window selected and the matrix window.

NOTE! Although the cursor appears in the "COLOR" window after giving
the line command CURSOR/COLOR this is not the same as the COLOR command.
The latter is used to set the color scale and the previous merely to be able to
find the position of a structure in the count distribution spectrum.
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6.2.6 Colour window

Apart from the common cursor commands the valid commands in color setting
mode are:

• Do Return to line command mode.

• 0-9,A-E Set the upper limit of color (shade) 0-14 (A corresponds to color
10, B to 11 etc).

It is not possible to change the cursor type in this mode.

6.2.7 Window size setting

After giving the line command SET HI1DOW= window/CURSOR the screen changed
to the graphical page and the frame of the selected window is displayed in
hatched lines. By using the arrow keys (speed is set according to the common
cursor commands) the position of the lower right corner of the frame may be
moved. To toggle between moving the lower right corner and the upper left,
press "SELECT". When the sue and placement of the frame corresponds to the
desired press "Do" to set the size and position of the window and return to line
command mode.

7 Computational details

7.1 Background calculation
When calculating the background and the variation of the background per chan-
nel, by using the "B" command in the "MATRIX" window, ths following for-
mulae are used:

B = \AB\-* £ Mty (1)

OI^IAB]-1 £ Mly-B> (2)
(*,V)£AB

where AB is the area used for calculating the background, |>4B| is the number
of channels in Ag and Mx,y is the matrix channel in position (z, y).

7.2 The center-of-mass calculation
The center-of-mass calculation provides a fast and surprisingly accurate method
of determining the position and volume of a peak. For the following equations
it is necessary for B to be well determined in the neighbouring area of the
center-oi'-mass calculation.
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y= £ (M*,y-B) (3)
IV

x x (Ma,t - B) (4)

where -4eOm is the area used for the c-o-m calculation, V is the volume of the
peak, x is the position in x-direction, az is the width (FWHM=2>/2 In 2 a), Mx<y

is the matrix element of position (x,y) and B is the previously determined local
background. The statistical errors of the quantities determined by the equations
3, 4 and 5 are given by:

dV>= £ (dMly+c%) (6)

) (7)

+al) (8)

where dMttV is the error in the number of counts in matrix element (x,y). If
the matrix is not background subtracted, a good estimate is

If the background has been subtracted dM1 has to be modified by the amount
subtracted Bluh:

dMl, = Mma + B,ui (10)

It is, however, not necessary to add this quantity explicitly, since the subtraction
also causes the variance in the background calculated by equation 2 to change
in value by the same amount. Thus, the sum dM£y + <7% wiil have (rougtiy) the
same value independent on the mat.ix being subtracted or not, and the same
formula can be use J in both cases.

The equations 6, 7 and 8 give the statistical errors of the quantities V, X
and a\ for the area considered. The quantities calculated by these equations
will depend very strongly on the area size used in the calculations. The values
of the physical quantities should not have this dependence. One way to define
the physical quantity is by limiting the area used in the calculations to the one
the peak "covers". This method works well in the cases where no Compton
ridges are present and when the matrix is properly background subtracted, but
not otherwise.
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Another approach is to use the rules of thumb:

dV = \/V -f 2 x dB2 (11)

dX = y yJV + fx dB2 with f = 1.7 (12)

in which dB is the uncertainty in the background volume covered by the peak:
This quantity is estimated by the expression

dB2 =<TBXA (13)

where A — 2K Jar2. + a2 x const is the area occupied by the peak and const is
a constant indicating how much of the peak volume that is considered in the
calculation of A (const — -J—2\nk v/here k is the fraction of the volume NOT
considered, i.e. 1% of the peak volume is OUTSIDE a circle with a radius of
3.03(7 from the center of the peak, so const = 3.03 would consider S9% of the
peak-volume).

This estimate, and the parameter / = 1.7, has been determined from a com-
puter simulation (see figures 6 and 7) by calculating the position of gaussian
peak where the counts in each matrix element had been randomized with a
standard deviation equal to the square root of the number of counts. The esti-
mate was shown to be accurate to within 10 percent for the peak-to-background
ratios (%) from 0.1 to infinity.
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Uncertainly in peak area :

VA+2B

B=B;ickgrnunil area

1000 MM WOO tom 5000 floro TTOO 9WJ0 a n » 10000

0 ICOO 3000 3000 4000 *XW 90OQ 7000 MOO WOO 1OOCQ

Ha<k|;ruund »rea

»oo aooo «ooo MOO vtv TOCO sono woo

o i Coo aobo xbo aoco 9O00 noo TOOO aboo Booo IOÖOO
nuckgroufld area

The uncertainty of the peak area »i a function of the peak area and back-
ground area. Note howertr that the symbol! in the figure are different
than thoie in the text. In the figure above A correspond» to V in the text
and B to dB = <rB x (area covered by the peak).

Figure 6: Uncertainty in peak area.
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Uncertainty in peak pnsititm =

VA+1.7B
w • —

A
A=Peak area w = 3

B:=l).kkgroinu] area

3 3000 3OUO WOO 9OD0 MOO

Background area

WO tOOD 9000 10000

0 1000 3000 3000 WOO MOO «000 7000 I

fferkgrnund aru

0 '000 <vuw 3000 40"0 9O00 #000 7DO0 WOO SOOO 10000

Backj[iT>uniJ area

The uncertainty of the peak position at a function of the peak area,
background area and width of the peak. Note howerer that the •ym-
boli in the figure are different than thoie in the text. In the figure
abore A corresponds to V in the text, u> to cm(oy) and B to dB =
OB X (area coTered by the peak).

Figure 7: Uncertainty in peak position.
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7.3 The two dimensional fit

The function fitted to the data is

n y.
(14)

where B is the background, n is the number of peaks to be fitted, VJ is the
volume of peak t, & and »fc is the position of peak i and ax and cry are the
widths in x and y direction (the same for all peaks in one fit).

P,-ilP Pt

Parabola
Approximation

True Q2

The ralue of <J3 ii calculated for three different fixed Talu» of one pa-
rameter (P ,P + AP and P - IP) through which a parabola it drawn
and the lowest point of the parabola if »elected ai the next value of the
parameter.

Figure 8: Q2 minimization.

The fit is performed by minimizing the function

(15)

with respect to the parameters (B,<Tx,<Tv,Vi, & and rji). Here Ajit is the area in
which the fit is to be performed, Mz v is the matrix and wzy is a weight defined
by:

wll = B*,v + M',v =°B + M,lV (16)
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Pn (best value)

The correct right and left uncertainties of one parameter are giren bj the
parameter Tallies for which Q1 = Q* + 1, where <?* is the lowest possible
Q3-

Figure 9: Error analysis.

where a\ is the local uncertainty in the background (determined when the
background was determined).

The minimizing of the Q2 function is performed by keeping all but one of
the parameters fixed and minimizing Q3 with respect to the varied parameter.
This is done by using the quadratic behaviour of Q2 near the true value of the
parameters. Q2 is calculated for three different values of the varied parameter
and approximated with a parabola to find the value of the varied parameter
giving the lowest Q2 (fig. 8). This procedure is performed for each parameter
as one iteration.

The convergence criterion is that all changes for all varied parameters be-
tween two sequential iterations should be smaller than certain value for each
parameter.

The area used for the calculations is held in an internal matrix. The points
not to be used in this matrix are given a value corresponding to the lowest 4
byte integer value, allowing an arbitrary shaped area to be used in the fit.

The uncertainties displayed when a fit has been performed are calculated
according to equation 12. It is, however, possible and even quite easy (though
a bit slow) to perform a very careful \2 analysis of the parameters calculated in
the fit by first performing a fit with all parameters varied and then determining
the (Tr%}ht and aitjt (see figure 9 ) of a parameter by holding the considered
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parameter fixed at different values and performing some fits to determine the
values for which Q2 is one unit larger than for the initial fit.

In x2 analyses like this in a background subtracted matrix of 0.5 keV/chan-
nel, the errors for the peak position with peaks containing roughly 20,000 counts
and an original background of 100, where determined to be in the order of 0.005
keV (=1/100 of a channel)! ThiB agrees with the rule of thumb equation 12.
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8 Colour scale
The problem in most colour applications like thL one is to interpret a number
(number of counts etc) into a corresponding colour. This "colour scaling" is
not trivial and it may be hard to give a physical significance of the scaling
(apart from the trivial case where each colour corresponds to one number). The
following method has shown to be very effective and does carry information of
the whole area used.

In the case of 7 - 7 coincidence spectra it is possible to write the number of
counts in each element in the matrix as

M(x,y) = B(x,y) + F(x,y), (17)

where B and F are the number of counts corresponding to the background (in-
cluding the continuum) and the discrete peaks. Define the distribution function

Number of channels with counts
in the range N to N + 1

If the area considered is small enough, a good approximation of the behavior
of B is that B(x, y) takes random values distributed around a fixed mean value
(B) with a fixed specific standard deviation aB, according to some kind of
statistical distribution. If there are no (very few) peaks in the area considered
the D function will correspond directly to the distribution of B (fig. 10). In
the case that there are peaks in the area, F will (as an approximation) only
take positive values. If the area occupied by the peaks is smaller than the area
considered the shape of D will not be altered for N < (B), but the part of
D for which N > (B) will develop a tail depending of the number of peaks in
the area (fig. 10). If the area considered contains large (in numbers of channel
elements) deviations from pure background, the shape of D for N < {B) will
change somewhat, but more significant, the part of D for N > (B) will change
dramatically. One case where this is true is a unsubtracted 7—7 matrix where
the photo-Compton lines (ridges/stripes) cause a large tail of D for N > (B)
(fig. 10). The result of the background subtraction may be analysed using the
D distribution. In these cases the background subtraction 1: moved the peak
of D downwards ((£) was reduced) and 2: reduced the tails in D caused by the
ridges 3: increased the width of D (<TB) with about a factor of 1/2.

Now for setting the colour scale, any distinguishable structure in the matrix
should have a mean value larger than (B) + a B > and setting the different colours
by letting all counts below (B)-<TB correspond to colour 1, between (E)-<TB and
(J5)+CTfl correspond to colour 2, between (B)+<TB and (B) + 2<JB correspond to
colour 3 etc, would allow the structures to be detected easily. Or more general,
letting the borders between different colours be determined by the formula C,t =
{B) + fffi(a + bn + en? + . . . ) , or any other increasing function.
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The ^-distribution (logarithmic scale) of an unsubtracted matrix (upper left)
and the »me area subtracted bjr the method in [3] (upper right). The black
areas in the D-distribution plots correspond to the black areas in the matrix
plots below.

Figure 10: D distribution.

The colour setting window views this D spectrum in a logarithmic scale and
it is possible to change the colour scale in an appropriate way using the cursor.
The valid commands in this window are listed in tab. 5.

This method of setting the colour scale has been shown (together with the
fitting procedure) to be a very effective tool to find even extremely weak transi-
tions. Since the matrix is shown "from above" even a small deviation from the
pattern due to the background will easily be detected.
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A Tables of cursor commands.

| K e y
Do
Arrows
Next Page
Prev Page
Select
Insert Here
Remove
Key Pad 1
Key Pad 2
Key Pad 3
Key Pad 4
Key Pad 5
Key Pad 6
Key Pad 7
Key Pad 8
Key Pad 9
0
1
2
3
4

Action ||
Exits to command mode.
Moves the cursor.
Sets the cursor movement to 1 pixel /keystroke.
Sets the cursor movement to 8 pixels/keystroke.
Sets the cursor movement to 64 pixels/keystroke.
Enter "change cursor size" mode.
Enter "move cursor" mode.
Move cursor to lower left corner of the window.
Move cursor to center of lower edge of the window.
Move cursor to lower right corner of the window.
Move cursor to center of left edge of the window.
Move cursor to center of the window.
Move cursor to center of right edge of the window.
Move cursor to upper left corner of the window.
Move cursor to center of upper edge of the window.
Move cursor to upper right corner of the window.
Display hair ctoas cursor.
Display a "+" cursor (changeable site).
Display a "x" cursor (changeable size).
Display a circular cursor (changeable radius).
Display a box cursor (changeable horizontal and
vertical size.

Table 1: Common cursor commands.
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1 Key
Return
Space bar
Key Pad Enter
C
B
S

L

M
H

V

X
Y

Action [|

Display the cursor position.
Calculate the center of mas» in two dimensions.
Define a background.
Save previously calculated background or COM data
to list file.
Make a gaussian fit in the area defined by the circle
or box cursor.
Mark the current position of the cursor.
Display the horizontal projection of the channels
between the cursor and the marked position. If no
position is marked, the channels corresponding to the
cursor position is used.
As H, but vertically in the vertical projection
window.
As H, but in colours corresponding to the peak height.
As X, but vertically.

Table 2: Matrix window cursor commands.

[ Key | Action |
Do
R
P
D

N
G

C
F
S
T

Exit to line command mode.
Return to the matrix.
Define a peak at the cursor position.
Delete the area within the circle or box cursor from
the fit area.
Redefine the fit area as the original.
Draw in the second graphic window the fit area but
subtract the fitted peaVs.
Change any of the parameters in the parameter window.
Do a fit.
Save the data to the list file.
Transfer the data shown in graphic window 2 to graphic
window 1 (the fit area).

Table 3: Fit window cursor commands.
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| K e y

Cursor keys
Do key
V
F
Return

Remove

Action |
Moving around.
Return to graphic window 1.
Allow the parameter to be varied in a fit.
The parameter will be fixed.
Enter a new value for the parameter.
(Followed by return.)
R-move the peak indicated by the cursor

Table 4: Parameter window cursor commands.

Key | Action

1...9,
A.. .E

Set upper limit of the corresponding colour.

Table 5: Colour window cursor commands.


